We build great relationships,
you get great results

The Client
With 90 offices in over 52 countries,
Hill+Knowlton is one of the leading full
service communications agencies in the UK
and globally. We have a good relationship
with Hill+Knowlton but still beat our
competitors to win the tender for this
project. The brief was to provide a full
furniture package that reflected the modern,
innovative and interconnected Hill+Knowlton
brand. We needed to create a space that was
stylish, creative and great value for the client.

The Project
The key to success for this project was
building strong working relationships. We
made time to personally meet everyone
involved in the project and let them know

what we were trying to achieve. Working
in collaboration with BDG - a WPP architect
and design consultancy - we completed the
project to the highest standard.
We were able to source Knoll Scope Light
Desking for the entire office at a competitive
price that really exceeded the client’s
expectations. Completing the areas with
Intershul Task Chairs meant a fresh new look
while staying within the budget.
Vivid red Vitra Polder Sofas were combined
with Vitra Plywood Group Chairs in the
reception waiting area, while Prouve Standard
Chairs in the central communal meeting
area complimented the abundant natural
light to make a clean and stylish creative
space. Splashes of colour were added to the
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bar area with Vitra Tipton Chairs in primary
colours around Arper Nuur Rectangular White
Tables. These lifted the space and made it feel
welcoming, relaxed and multipurpose.

The Outcome
The result was a chic, modern and innovative
space that was in-line with the original
budget. Our relationships with the client,
architect, building management and
manufacturers made this possible. Any issues
that arose were resolved quickly because
open and honest communication is part of
the professional service we give every client.
We are now the first people our client at
Hill+Knowlton calls when they need anything.
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